3D Embossing Folder Plate
by Stampin’ Up!

Item #149658

Price $10.00

stampinpretty.com

NEW 3D Embossing Folder Sandwich Recommendations

3D Embossing Folders  (Purchased after June 3, 2019) will use the following sandwich:

3D Embossing Folder Plate Item 149658 (Top)
3D Embossing Folder (Middle)
Platform Base (Bottom)

** if you don’t have the NEW 3D Embossing Folder Plate Item 149658**

**Standard Cutting Plate & Shims/Pieces of Cardstock** (TOP)
3D Embossing Folder (Middle)
Platform Base (Bottom)

The new 3D Embossing Folder Plate (Item 149658) makes up the difference in measurement between our old-style Dynamic Folders and our new-style 3D Folders in 21 mm gap machines (similar to the machine we used to offer). The 3D Embossing Folder Plate replaces the Standard Cutting Pads in your 3D embossing folder sandwich for continued high-quality emboss results.

Dynamic Embossing Folders (Purchased before June 4, 2019) will use the following sandwich:

Standard Cutting Pad (Top)
Dynamic Embossing Folder (Middle)
Platform Base (bottom)